ACM International Conference on Web Search and Data Mining (WSDM)

Supporters:
Mark Carman (Monash), Shane Culpepper (RMIT), Alistair Moffat (University of Melbourne), Mark Sanderson (RMIT), Falk Scholer (RMIT), James Thom (RMIT), Andrew Turpin (University of Melbourne), Alexandra Uitdenbogerd (RMIT), Xiuzhen Jenny Zhang (RMIT), Justin Zobel (University of Melbourne).

Change request:
Ranking change, from rank B, to rank A

Supporting information:
(a) Position in Microsoft Academic Search (on 30/6/13)
   overall: Not available
   within subarea: 15 (Data Mining), 19 (WWW)

(b) Position in Arnetminer (on 30/6/13)
   overall: Not available
   within subarea: Not available

(c) Position in Google citations ranking (on 28/6/13)
   overall: Not available
   within subarea (Databases & Information Systems): 13

(d) The name and rank (in current CORE list) of the subdiscipline conferences immediately above this venue in each of the above lists.
   Microsoft Academic Search: International Conference on Electronic Conference and Web Technologies (ECWeb), B.
   Google citation ranking: CIKM, A

(e) The name and rank (in current CORE list) of the subdiscipline conferences immediately below this venue in each of the above lists.
   Microsoft Academic Search: International Conference on Internet Computing (IC), B
   Google citation ranking: ACM International Conference on Recommender Systems (RecSys), B

(f) Names and h index of program chairs for current and previous year.
   Paolo Ferragina  h 32 (2013)
   Aristides Gionis  h 31 (2013)
   Eugene Agichtein  h 27 (2012)
   Yoelle Maarek  h 23 (2012)

(g) A similar (in content) venue at the rank this venue is requested to be moved from, with
names and h-index of that conference's program chair(s).

International Conference on Electronic Commerce and Web Technologies (ECWeb) (B):
- Pasquale Lops h 15 (2013)
- Christian Huemer h 21 (2013)
- Christian Huemer h 21 (2012)
- Pasquale Lops h 15 (2012)

ACM International Conference on Recommender Systems (RecSys) (B):
- Pearl Pu h 28 (2013)
- George Karypis h 69 (2013)
- Ido Guy h 13 (2012)
- Sarabjot Singh Anand h 18 (2012)

(h) A similar (in content) venue at the rank this venue is requested to be moved to, with names and h-index of that conference's program chair(s).

International Conference on Web Information Systems Engineering (WISE) (A):
- Xuemin Lin h 47 (2013)
- Yannis Manolopoulos h 30 (2013)
- Divesh Srivastava h 63 (2013)
- Isabel Cruz h 44 (2012)
- Alex Delis h 15 (2012)
- Xiaoyang Wang Not available (2012)

International Conference on Database Systems for Advanced Applications (DASFAA) (A):
- Weiyi Meng h 37 (2013)
- Ling Feng Not available (2013)
- Stephane Bressan h 22 (2013)
- Sanggou Lee h 16 (2012)
- Zhiyong Peng Not available (2012)
- Xiaofang Zhou h 30 (2012)

(i) If the venue started within the last 5 years, date of start should be provided
- February 11, 2008. Stanford University, USA.